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What is CrossFit? 

CrossFit is a fast-growing exercise program that emphasizes “constantly varied, functional 

movements performed at high intensity1.” These functional movements include 

components such as running, rowing, and cycling, along with Olympic weightlifting, 

powerlifting, and various gymnastic and bodyweight movements. CrossFit strives to 

improve its members’ fitness on a broad scale, aiming to increase work done over time as 

measured by time, score, or weight1. 

Injuries by the Numbers 

If we consider that well over 500,000 CrossFitters 

participated in the Open workouts this year and that 

only about a quarter of CrossFit participants sign up 

for the Open, there are well over 1 million 

participants in CrossFit2. Large participant numbers 

mean large injury numbers, and with the growth of 

CrossFit over the past 10 years, health professionals 

like physical therapists, chiropractors, massage 

therapists, and orthopedic physicians need to be 

prepared to treat these athletes. 

With any fitness program, there are inherent risks, 

and CrossFit has developed a bad reputation for causing injuries. Unfortunately, since 

CrossFit is a relatively new fitness program, there are only a handful of studies available to 

inform us on the risks of participation3–7. These studies utilized self-report surveys and 

determined an overall injury risk of 19.4% (or 2.3 to 3.1 per 1000 training hours) with 

shoulder injuries as the most common (22-25%) followed by low back (14-16%) and knee 

injuries (13-16%)3-7. For comparison, weightlifting injuries are similarly cited as 2.6 to 3.3 per 

1000 hours, gymnastics and gym training also at 3.1 injuries per 1000 hours, and running 

marginally higher at 3.6 injuries per 1000 hours3-4. 

Shoulder injuries were often most often incurred during gymnastics with low back injuries 

sustained during powerlifting movements5. Around 39% of the shoulder injuries in the 
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above studies represented exacerbations of previous injuries indicating an overuse 

mechanism or tendinopathy consistent with subacromial impingement syndrome3. 

Around 50% of these athletes sought professional medical attention for their injuries, and 

while 20% modified their gym programming, another 20% ceased their participation in 

CrossFit3. These numbers indicate that there are a substantial number of athletes searching 

for medical advice, with many looking for modification strategies rather than advice to 

cease activity. 

Purpose 

The purpose of this paper is to provide healthcare practitioners with a resource for 

assessing and treating patients with shoulder injuries sustained during CrossFit, using 

research derived from the pain science literature and firsthand clinical experience in the 

rehabilitation of these patients. Specifically, we advocate for assessment using the Shoulder 

Symptom Modification Procedure and rehabilitation using quantifiable load management 

strategies8,9. 

 

The Subjective Exam: 

 

What additional questions should I ask? 

A well-structured comprehensive subjective interview is a key component for any patient, 

but certain questions may provide valuable insight to the CrossFit athlete’s demands and 

activity limitations (or lack thereof). In addition to our traditional questions about pain 

duration, and intensity, the following questions add depth and buy-in for CrossFit patients.  

 
Which CrossFit movements are most painful?  

In our clinical experience, patients most often have difficulty with barbell overhead press 

variations, shoulder/triceps dips, Olympic lifting (especially the snatch), or hanging from the 

rig and performing pull ups. For a comprehensive breakdown and video of the variety of 
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CrossFit and weightlifting movements, see Catalyst Athletics’ Movement Library and the 

CrossFit Exercises and Demos page. 

 

Which movements are not bothersome?  

Many of our athletes have no difficulty with other shoulder movements, which although 

counterintuitive, allows us to continue training the shoulder and participating in the gym 

workouts. Many patients are still able to perform wallballs, burpees, ring rows, and 

dumbbell presses without difficulty, with further cardiovascular options such as running, 

rowing, box jumps, etc. 

 

Are you looking to continue your workouts in the CrossFit gym during your shoulder rehabilitation?  

Some athletes love being in the gym for the community and don’t mind modifying their 

workouts, while others might want to avoid the gym so that they are not tempted to 

overwork themselves. It is important to establish this during the subjective portion of the 

exam so that the patient is provided with a variety of appropriate scaling options to 

maintain their fitness and prevent injury upon full return to classes. 

 
How many hours are you training per week? For how many years?  

Research has suggested that greater weekly training hours was a risk factor for injury as 

well as years of participation4. On the other hand, a newer CrossFitter might be at risk for 

injury due to an acute increase in workload compared to chronic workload10. The acute to 

chronic workload would be the patients recent shoulder workload (one day to one week) 

compared to their longer term shoulder workload (3-6 weeks)10. For example, a patient who 

begins CrossFit with 3 years of a running background might have been training their 

shoulders for 0-1 hours per week at low intensity. If they were to take 2 CrossFit classes 

their first week and suddenly endure 1-2 hours of moderate intensity shoulder exercise, 

that represents an acute increase in shoulder demand compared to the chronic (previous) 

lower duration and intensity of shoulder demand, placing the athlete at a higher risk for 

injury10 . 
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What sports did you perform in high school/college?   

This question mainly allows us to determine how much experience with overhead 

movement a patient has had as well as any shoulder issues that might be more chronic in 

nature (i.e. “my shoulder has never been right since it started bothering me during college 

baseball”). It might also reveal underlying ROM asymmetry and strength, from dominant 

arm throwing sports such as baseball, softball, volleyball, or tennis11. 

 

 

ASSESSMENT 

In addition to traditional range of motion testing (ROM) and manual muscle testing (MMT), 

assessments of movement quality are important for the CrossFit shoulder assessment. 

Ideally, we look at the patient’s specific movement pattern and motor control during the 

movement that is producing their pain. At minimum, it is necessary to have a barbell 

available and overhead bar which the patient can hang from. While it may seem sufficient 

to use a dowel rod or lat pull down rather than barbell and pull-up bar, the therapist must 

consider that scapular mechanics and symptoms without load differ significantly from 

those with load and thus may not adequately or accurately inform assessment12.  

 

The Shoulder Symptom Modification Procedure 

When it comes to special testing, our shoulder assessment takes a turn from a traditional 

shoulder assessment. If a rotator cuff tendinopathy/impingement is suspected, we can shift 

our focus to the Shoulder Symptom Modification Procedure (SSMP)13,14. The SSMP was 

developed by Dr. Jeremy Lewis in an attempt to simplify the shoulder exam and treatment 

for rotator cuff tendinopathy and subacromial impingement syndrome (SAIS)15. Due to the 

lack of evidence surrounding pathoanatomy of SAIS and poor diagnostic accuracy of our 

special tests, the SSMP does not seek to identify “pain generating structures”, but rather to 
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strategically identify modifications to provocative movements that can reduce symptoms 

and inform treatment15,16. 

This is particularly useful for our CrossFitters as it provides options to continue training 

around an injury and decreases the pathologizing of movement flaws. For example, where 

traditional physiotherapy would dictate that the shoulder blade should be down and back 

during pressing to decrease impingement, the SSMP allows any position of the shoulder 

blade that would reduce the patient’s symptoms. This is corroborated in the contemporary 

literature by experts in the field, who are reconceptualizing the function of the shoulder 

blade from a stable base of support with rigid ideal positions to a more dynamic system 

with numerous degrees of freedom and positions available to accomplish a task12. 

The SSMP template  (Figure 1) shows the 

algorithm of modifications to movement 

intended to reduce symptoms and form the 

basis of treatment. 

 

SSMP USE WORKED EXAMPLE: Barbell Pressing 

and Hanging from the Rig 

Following the above algorithm, the 

practitioner determines 1-3 activities or 

movements that reproduce the patient’s 

symptoms14. For our purposes, we will use 

barbell pressing and hanging from the rig as 

our provocative movements. Each of the 

modifications described below will be made 

in order to improve the patient’s symptoms, 

whether they are feelings of instability or 

pain. Following each modification 

description is clinical insight and treatment 

insights from Dr. Sarah Haran, DPT, OCS, who 

has been treating CrossFit athletes for over six 

years. 
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1-     Thoracic Kyphosis Procedure 

 The purpose of this procedure is to modify symptoms by repositioning the thoracic spine. 

During the press, the therapist can provide a manual cue to the sternum to improve 

thoracic extension or a cue to the posterior thoracic spine to encourage a more neutral 

position of the rib cage. For the bar hang, the patient is manually cued into an active hang 

(scapular depression, core engagement) followed by either thoracic flexion or thoracic 

extension. Tape can also be used to cue extension if this is a symptom modifier. 

 

Figure 2. Spinal positions seen during the barbell press: excessive thoracic kyphosis (left), excessive thoracic extension and lumbar lordosis (middle), 
excessive thoracic extension (right); Cueing can be provided at the sternum or posterior thoracic spine to modify position and symptoms. 

  

Figure 3. Tactile cue--resistance band placed at posterior spine, for excessive thoracic extension to modify shoulder symptoms when pressing barbell 
overhead (left). CrossFit’s ideal standard for barbell pressing (right). 
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Figure 4. Hang in thoracic flexion (left) versus hang with thoracic extension (right). 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 5. Dead hang (left) versus active hang with scapular and core engagement (middle); Taping to thoracic paraspinals to cue extension (right). 
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Treatment for a patient who responds to the thoracic modification procedure might include 

thoracic mobilization procedures followed by active thoracic ROM exercises or anterior 

core stabilization to prevent excessive extension during overhead lifts. Other options 

include banded wall slides to cue neutral thoracic positioning and supine flexion exercises 

for maintaining anterior core control overhead. 

 

 Figure 6. Banded wall slides for thoracic repositioning (left); Supine flexion on foam roller-may include small plate on dowel for eccentric loading 

(middle and right). 

 

 2-     Scapular Repositioning Procedure:  

The purpose of this procedure is to find a starting position for the scapula that decreases 

symptoms, testing all planes of motion and combinations (ex. Posterior tilt with 

protraction). For the press, therapist can manually cue the patient’s scapula into a new 

position prior to the start of movement or recreate the effect with tape. It is important to 

note that not all patients will have relief with “ideal” scapular positioning, and some 

patients may experience relief with counterintuitive positioning (e.g. relief with increased 

scapular elevation during overhead movement, or relief with decreased scapular elevation 

during overhead movement.) The images below demonstrate a sample of scapular 

positions that can be modified while pressing a barbell or hanging from the rig.   
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Figure 7. Barbell press. Manual cue for retracted/depressed scapula start position (left) versus manual cue for protracted/upwardly rotated scapula start 
position (right). 

  

Figure 8. .Variations in scapular position at top of barbell press: retracted/depressed (left), upwardly rotated (middle), elevated-trap dominant (right). 

  

Figure 9. Barbell hang scapular positioning modifications: elevation/upward rotation (left), depression (right). 
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Treatment for a patient who responds to the scapular repositioning procedure might 

include a landmine press, or kettlebell “bottoms-up” press to cue scapular protraction. 

Other options include scapular pullups and other scapular mobility/stability exercises that 

are as specific as possible to the patient’s desired movements. 

 

Figure 10. Landmine Press for scapular protraction and shoulder flexion (left and middle); “Bottoms-up” kettllebell press for scapular protraction and 
stability 
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2-     Humeral Head Repositioning Procedure:  

The purpose of this modification procedure is use a neoprene belt or bands to change the 

relationship between humeral head and glenoid fossa to determine which direction might 

relieve symptoms. When relief is achieved passively, treatment strategies would encourage 

motor control of humeral head position during provocative activity, and maintenance of 

position during dynamic movement to prevent symptoms from recurring. Below is a 

sample of modifications to reposition the humeral head during pressing and hanging from 

the rig. 

 

Figure 10. Banded modification for humeral head repositioning: inferior (left), posterior (middle), anterior (right). 

  

Figure 11. Banded repositioning of humeral head for symptom modification during bar hang: anterior (left), inferior (middle), posterior (right). 
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Treatment for a patient who responds to the humeral head repositioning procedure might 

also include glenohumeral mobilizations prior to exercises. One motor control exercise that 

has been used in clinical practice is a supine banded 90/90 internal rotation exercise with 

posterior repositioning (re-centering) of the humeral head. 

 

Figure 12. Banded internal rotation motor control exercise. Humeral head anteriorly positioned: often provocative (left); humeral head posteriorly 
repositioned to neutral (middle); internal rotation while maintaining humeral head centered in fossa (right) 

 

4-     Cervical/Thoracic Procedure: Manual Therapy:  

The last stage of the SSMP may include soft tissue massage, dry needling, TENS, or 

manipulations in an attempt to modify symptoms. It is important that this stage is 

performed last to reduce the chance of overtreating when a simple mechanics fix may be 
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all that is necessary to modify symptoms. The patient whose shoulder symptoms are 

modified ONLY by manual therapy might be best treated from a load management 

perspective described in the following section to foster independence and 

self-management rather than reliance on passive treatment. The patient may also be 

educated on strategies for self-mobilization prior to exercise or between movements to 

address or prevent symptoms. Later in the plan of care, if the patient seems to be 

benefitting only from 30-40 minutes of soft tissue mobilization, they might best be referred 

to a massage therapist for weekly needs. 

 

 

 

Monitoring Training Load  

 

For some patients, shoulder symptoms will only be improved by Procedure 4- Manual 

Therapy, indicating that the pain may not be responsive to altering mechanics in order to 

shift the load to other tissues. This might be representative of a more chronic 

symptomatology and it is now more important that the clinician consider the patient’s 

internal and external training load as well as their acute to chronic workload10,17.  
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Definitions and importance 

A patient’s internal training load is defined as their “physiological or perceptual response” 

to the training, measured by heartrate (HR) and ratings of perceived exertion (RPE). This is 

combined with the external workload, or the “trackable” training (i.e. distance run, calories 

rowed, barbell weight, time, etc.) to produce a training response10. The acute to chronic 

workload would be the patients recent shoulder workload (one day to one week) compared 

to their longer term shoulder workload (3-6 weeks)10. The importance of this ratio lies in its 

correlation to injury risk, with increased injury risk associated with a ratio of 1.5 or more10.  

For a review of an example used in the subjective assessment, a patient who begins 

CrossFit with 3 years of a running background might have been training their shoulders for 

0-1 hours per week at low intensity. If they were to take 2 CrossFit classes their first week 

and suddenly endure 1-2 hours of moderate intensity shoulder exercise, that represents an 

acute increase in shoulder demand compared to the chronic (previous) lower duration and 

intensity of shoulder demand, placing the athlete at a higher risk for injury10 . A method to 

quantify training load is described below. 

Implementation 

Ideally, we would look at our patient’s training load and determine if an acute increase in 

workload has led to overuse injury. 

In practice, training load will likely 

not have been monitored, so we 

would have to rely on subjective 

information.  

Based on subjective recall, if the 

recent training load had indeed 

been acutely high, physical 

therapists would advocate for 

relative rest, which results in 

decreased workload and the 

opportunity for tissues to heal. Unfortunately, the next step-- the jump between rehab and 
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return to CrossFit isn’t always a smooth one, likely because that jump results in another 

acute increase in shoulder workload compared to the more chronic relative rest of rehab.  

Introducing a method to monitor training load during both rehab and return to full 

participation may be helpful for the CrossFit athlete as it could ease transitions and prevent 

exacerbations. CrossFit athletes are already in the habit of measuring their daily workouts 

in units of time, weight, rounds, etc. so an additional step to track results would not be 

unreasonable. 

Given the variety of movements and loads that are utilized during CrossFit workouts, this 

could quickly become a time-consuming task that is therefore not clinically applicable. 

Fortunately, a method of monitoring both internal and external training load has recently 

been validated—one that is cost-effective, simple enough for a patient to use on their own 

and can be used over time to monitor acute to chronic training load: the method of session 

rating of perceived exertion, or sRPE9,18. Session RPE has been used to quantify training 

load in many athletes, including those participating in swimming, boxing, basketball, rubgy, 

soccer, tae kwon do, and sprint kayaking, 

and thus might also be utilized in CrossFit 

by virtue of its adaptability9. 

Based on an example from the literature 

(fencing athletes9), we have created a 

spreadsheet template for monitoring 

shoulder training load and mode in the 

CrossFit population. Most importantly, it 

provides measures of acute to chronic 

workload so the athlete can take 

responsibility for monitoring their own 

training volume. This sheet can be used 

and adapted to provide a quantifiable measure of training load during rehabilitation and 

return to CrossFit activities to promote safe progression and prevent exacerbation of 

overuse injuries.  

A link to the full spreadsheet and general instructions are provided below.  
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Conclusion 

This resource has provided an alternative and practical method for assessing and treating 

patients with shoulder injuries sustained during CrossFit using research derived from the 

pain science literature. The Shoulder Symptom Modification procedure can be utilized by 

clinicians for suspected impingement and rotator cuff tendinopathy, and its principles can 

be applied to both weighted and unweighted, as well plyometric and dynamic movements 

typically used by the fitness athlete. Further, we have adapted a method for monitoring 

training load, sRPE, and created a downloadable spreadsheet to be used by athletes and 

clinicians to inform treatment and progression. 

 

 

 

 

Shoulder Load Monitoring Excel Sheet Instructions for use: 

CLICK THE PAPERCLIP ICON FOR DOWNLOADABLE SPREADSHEET 

General Information:  

The spreadsheet is written for a 12-week cycle, with calculations for three-week and 

six-week acute to chronic workload appearing at Week 4 and Week 7, respectively. 

Movements have been split into four categories: 

Strict Lifts: Strengthening involving slow force production and minimal 

uncontrolled stress through the shoulder joint 

Olympic/Dynamic lifts: Strengthening involving more rapid force production 

with greater potential for ligamentous stress and muscular/tendon strain  in 
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								Training Load Monitoring Log:

								12-week log book



								Athlete Name:				Enter Name

								Beginning Date:				Enter Date











								"Everything in life worth doing is worth over doing… except CrossFit" 











																				Marissa L. Rescott

																				Doctor of Physical Therapy Student

																				School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences

																				315.283.8906

																				rescott.1@osu.edu

																Web:		http://www.arrowptseattle.com/news/



mailto:rescott.1@osu.edu

Review

																																																		Week 1		Week 2		Week 3		Week 4		Week 5		Week 6		Week 7		Week 8		Week 9		Week 10 		Week 11		Week 12

																																																Total hours		0.25		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																																																Aggregate hours		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25		0.25



















																																																		Week 1		Week 2		Week 3		Week 4		Week 5		Week 6		Week 7		Week 8		Week 9		Week 10 		Week 11		Week 12

																																																Total Training Load		45		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																																																Average Training Load		6		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																																																		Week 1		Week 2		Week 3		Week 4		Week 5		Week 6		Week 7		Week 8		Week 9		Week 10 		Week 11		Week 12

																																																Strict Lift		45		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																																																Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																																																Gymnastics		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																																																Metcon (not shoulder)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																																																		Week 4		Week 5		Week 6		Week 7		Week 8		Week 9		Week 10 		Week 11		Week 12

																																																Acute to Chronic Work Load		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

																																																6 Week Acute/Chronic Work Load								0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!



Weekly Workout Time



Total hours	Week 1	Week 2	Week 3	Week 4	Week 5	Week 6	Week 7	Week 8	Week 9	Week 10 	Week 11	Week 12	0.25	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Aggregate hours	Week 1	Week 2	Week 3	Week 4	Week 5	Week 6	Week 7	Week 8	Week 9	Week 10 	Week 11	Week 12	0.25	0.25	0.25	0.25	0.25	0.25	0.25	0.25	0.25	0.25	0.25	0.25	



Workout Time (hours)





Aggregate Workout time (hours)









Training Load



Total Training Load	Week 1	Week 2	Week 3	Week 4	Week 5	Week 6	Week 7	Week 8	Week 9	Week 10 	Week 11	Week 12	45	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Average Training Load	Week 1	Week 2	Week 3	Week 4	Week 5	Week 6	Week 7	Week 8	Week 9	Week 10 	Week 11	Week 12	6.4285714285714288	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	









Workout Progress



Week 1	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	45	0	0	0	Week 2	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Week 3	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Week 4	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Week 5	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Week 6	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Week 7	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Week 8	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Week 9	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Week 10 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Week 11	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Week 12	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	



RPE











Week 1



				 Day		Session		Duration		sPRE		sRPE Scale		Session Training Load				Daily Training Load										Session RPE Scale (sRPE)												Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

				Monday		Strict Lift		15 minutes		Moderate		3		45														Rest		0								Strict Lift		45		0		0		0		0		0		0				45

						Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Monday								Really Easy		1								Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						45								Easy		2								Gymnastics		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Moderate		3								Metcon (not shoulder)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

				Tuesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Sort of Hard		4

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Tuesday								Hard		5

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Hard but not really hard		6

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Really Hard		7

				Wednesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														1.5x Really Hard		8

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Wednesday								Really Really hard		9

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Just like my hardest race		10

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

				Thursday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Thursday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Movement Categories

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Strict Lift		BB press, DB press, bench press, push up, DB row, ring row, strict PU, KB static holds

				Friday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Friday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Oly lift/dynamic weight		Clean, Snatch, Jerk, push press with BB/DB, wall ball, rowing, KB swings

				Saturday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Saturday																				Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0																		Minutes Workout		15		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Gymnastics/bodyweight		Kipping, MU, HSPU, burpees, dips, rope climb								Total Minutes Worked		15		15		15		15		15		15		15

				Sunday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Sunday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

																												Metcon (not shoulder)		Everything Else: Running, box jumps, squats, deadifts, lunging

				Weekly Review

				Total Weekly Workout Time (hours)				0.3 hours

				Total Training Load				45

				Average Daily Training Load				6



RPE Daily Progression



Monday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	45	0	0	0	Tuesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Wednesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Thursday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Friday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Saturday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Sunday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	







Weekly Workout Times



Minutes Workout	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	15	0	0	0	0	0	0	Total Minutes Worked	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	15	15	15	15	15	15	15	



Minutes Worked













Week 2



				 Day		Session		Duration		sPRE		sRPE Scale		Session Training Load				Daily Training Load										Session RPE Scale (sRPE)												Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

				Monday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Rest		0								Strict Lift		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Monday								Really Easy		1								Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Easy		2								Gymnastics		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Moderate		3								Metcon (not shoulder)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

				Tuesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Sort of Hard		4

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Tuesday								Hard		5

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Hard but not really hard		6

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Really Hard		7

				Wednesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														1.5x Really Hard		8

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Wednesday								Really Really hard		9

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Just like my hardest race		10

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

				Thursday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Thursday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Movement Categories

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Strict Lift		BB press, DB press, bench press, push up, DB row, ring row, strict PU, KB static holds

				Friday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Friday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Oly lift/dynamic weight		Clean, Snatch, Jerk, push press with BB/DB, wall ball, rowing, KB swings

				Saturday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Saturday																				Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0																		Minutes Workout		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Gymnastics/bodyweight		Kipping, MU, HSPU, burpees, dips, rope climb								Total Minutes Worked		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Sunday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Sunday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

																												Metcon (not shoulder)		Everything Else: Running, box jumps, squats, deadifts, lunging

				Weekly Review						% Change W/W

				Total Weekly Workout Time (hours)				0.0 hours		-100%

				Total Training Load				0		-100%

				Average Daily Training Load				0		-100%



RPE Daily Progression



Monday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Tuesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Wednesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Thursday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Friday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Saturday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Sunday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	







Weekly Workout Times



Minutes Workout	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Total Minutes Worked	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	



Minutes Worked













Week 3



				 Day		Session		Duration		sPRE		sRPE Scale		Session Training Load				Daily Training Load										Session RPE Scale (sRPE)												Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

				Monday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Rest		0								Strict Lift		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Monday								Really Easy		1								Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Easy		2								Gymnastics		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Moderate		3								Metcon (not shoulder)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

				Tuesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Sort of Hard		4

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Tuesday								Hard		5

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Hard but not really hard		6

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Really Hard		7

				Wednesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														1.5x Really Hard		8

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Wednesday								Really Really hard		9

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Just like my hardest race		10

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

				Thursday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Thursday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Movement Categories

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Strict Lift		BB press, DB press, bench press, push up, DB row, ring row, strict PU, KB static holds

				Friday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Friday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Oly lift/dynamic weight		Clean, Snatch, Jerk, push press with BB/DB, wall ball, rowing, KB swings

				Saturday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Saturday																				Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0																		Minutes Workout		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Gymnastics/bodyweight		Kipping, MU, HSPU, burpees, dips, rope climb								Total Minutes Worked		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Sunday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Sunday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

																												Metcon (not shoulder)		Everything Else: Running, box jumps, squats, deadifts, lunging

				Weekly Review						% Change W/W

				Total Weekly Workout Time (hours)				0.0 hours		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Total Training Load				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Average Daily Training Load				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!



RPE Daily Progression



Monday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Tuesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Wednesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Thursday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Friday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Saturday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Sunday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	







Weekly Workout Times



Minutes Workout	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Total Minutes Worked	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	



Minutes Worked













Week 4



				 Day		Session		Duration		sPRE		sRPE Scale		Session Training Load				Daily Training Load										Session RPE Scale (sRPE)												Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

				Monday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Rest		0								Strict Lift		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0 minutes		Really Easy		1		0						Monday								Really Easy		1								Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Easy		2								Gymnastics		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Moderate		3								Metcon (not shoulder)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

				Tuesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Sort of Hard		4

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Tuesday								Hard		5

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Hard but not really hard		6

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Really Hard		7

				Wednesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														1.5x Really Hard		8

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Wednesday								Really Really hard		9

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Just like my hardest race		10

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

				Thursday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Thursday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Movement Categories

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Strict Lift		BB press, DB press, bench press, push up, DB row, ring row, strict PU, KB static holds

				Friday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Friday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Oly lift/dynamic weight		Clean, Snatch, Jerk, push press with BB/DB, wall ball, rowing, KB swings

				Saturday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Saturday																				Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0																		Minutes Workout		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Gymnastics/bodyweight		Kipping, MU, HSPU, burpees, dips, rope climb								Total Minutes Worked		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Sunday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Sunday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

																												Metcon (not shoulder)		Everything Else: Running, box jumps, squats, deadifts, lunging

				Weekly Review						% Change W/W		% Change 3W/W

				Total Weekly Workout Time (hours)				0.0 hours		ERROR:#DIV/0!		-100%

				Total Training Load				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		-100%

				Average Daily Training Load				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		-100%

												3-Week

								Acute to Chronic Work Load Ratio				0



RPE Daily Progression



Monday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Tuesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Wednesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Thursday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Friday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Saturday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Sunday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	







Weekly Workout Times



Minutes Workout	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Total Minutes Worked	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	



Minutes Worked













Week 5



				 Day		Session		Duration		sPRE		sRPE Scale		Session Training Load				Daily Training Load										Session RPE Scale (sRPE)												Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

				Monday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Rest		0								Strict Lift		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Monday								Really Easy		1								Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Easy		2								Gymnastics		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Moderate		3								Metcon (not shoulder)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

				Tuesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Sort of Hard		4

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Tuesday								Hard		5

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Hard but not really hard		6

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Really Hard		7

				Wednesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														1.5x Really Hard		8

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Wednesday								Really Really hard		9

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Just like my hardest race		10

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

				Thursday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Thursday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Movement Categories

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Strict Lift		BB press, DB press, bench press, push up, DB row, ring row, strict PU, KB static holds

				Friday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Friday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Oly lift/dynamic weight		Clean, Snatch, Jerk, push press with BB/DB, wall ball, rowing, KB swings

				Saturday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Saturday																				Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0																		Minutes Workout		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Gymnastics/bodyweight		Kipping, MU, HSPU, burpees, dips, rope climb								Total Minutes Worked		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Sunday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Sunday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

																												Metcon (not shoulder)		Everything Else: Running, box jumps, squats, deadifts, lunging

				Weekly Review						% Change W/W		% Change 3W/W

				Total Weekly Workout Time (hours)				0.0 hours		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Total Training Load				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Average Daily Training Load				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

												3-Week

								Acute to Chronic Work Load Ratio				0



RPE Daily Progression



Monday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Tuesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Wednesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Thursday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Friday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Saturday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Sunday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	







Weekly Workout Times



Minutes Workout	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Total Minutes Worked	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	



Minutes Worked













Week 6



				 Day		Session		Duration		sPRE		sRPE Scale		Session Training Load				Daily Training Load										Session RPE Scale (sRPE)												Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

				Monday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Rest		0								Strict Lift		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0 minutes		Really Easy		1		0						Monday								Really Easy		1								Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Easy		2								Gymnastics		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Moderate		3								Metcon (not shoulder)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

				Tuesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Sort of Hard		4

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Tuesday								Hard		5

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Hard but not really hard		6

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Really Hard		7

				Wednesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														1.5x Really Hard		8

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Wednesday								Really Really hard		9

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Just like my hardest race		10

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

				Thursday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Thursday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Movement Categories

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Strict Lift		BB press, DB press, bench press, push up, DB row, ring row, strict PU, KB static holds

				Friday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Friday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Oly lift/dynamic weight		Clean, Snatch, Jerk, push press with BB/DB, wall ball, rowing, KB swings

				Saturday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Saturday																				Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0																		Minutes Workout		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Gymnastics/bodyweight		Kipping, MU, HSPU, burpees, dips, rope climb								Total Minutes Worked		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Sunday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Sunday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

																												Metcon (not shoulder)		Everything Else: Running, box jumps, squats, deadifts, lunging

				Weekly Review						% Change W/W		% Change 3W/W

				Total Weekly Workout Time (hours)				0.0 hours		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Total Training Load				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Average Daily Training Load				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

												3-Week

								Acute to Chronic Work Load Ratio				0



RPE Daily Progression



Monday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Tuesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Wednesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Thursday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Friday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Saturday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Sunday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	







Weekly Workout Times



Minutes Workout	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Total Minutes Worked	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	



Minutes Worked













Week 7



				 Day		Session		Duration		sPRE		sRPE Scale		Session Training Load				Daily Training Load										Session RPE Scale (sRPE)												Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

				Monday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Rest		0								Strict Lift		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0 minutes		Really Easy		1		0						Monday								Really Easy		1								Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Easy		2								Gymnastics		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Moderate		3								Metcon (not shoulder)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

				Tuesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Sort of Hard		4

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Tuesday								Hard		5

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Hard but not really hard		6

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Really Hard		7

				Wednesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														1.5x Really Hard		8

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Wednesday								Really Really hard		9

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Just like my hardest race		10

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

				Thursday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Thursday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Movement Categories

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Strict Lift		BB press, DB press, bench press, push up, DB row, ring row, strict PU, KB static holds

				Friday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Friday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Oly lift/dynamic weight		Clean, Snatch, Jerk, push press with BB/DB, wall ball, rowing, KB swings

				Saturday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Saturday																				Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0																		Minutes Workout		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Gymnastics/bodyweight		Kipping, MU, HSPU, burpees, dips, rope climb								Total Minutes Worked		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Sunday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Sunday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

																												Metcon (not shoulder)		Everything Else: Running, box jumps, squats, deadifts, lunging

				Weekly Review						% Change W/W		% Change 3W/W		% Change 6W/W

				Total Weekly Workout Time (hours)				0.0 hours		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		-100%

				Total Training Load				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		-100%

				Average Daily Training Load				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		-100%

												3-Week		6-Week

								Acute to Chronic Work Load Ratio				0		0



RPE Daily Progression



Monday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Tuesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Wednesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Thursday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Friday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Saturday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Sunday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	







Weekly Workout Times



Minutes Workout	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Total Minutes Worked	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	



Minutes Worked













Week 8



				 Day		Session		Duration		sPRE		sRPE Scale		Session Training Load				Daily Training Load										Session RPE Scale (sRPE)												Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

				Monday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Rest		0								Strict Lift		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0 minutes		Really Easy		1		0						Monday								Really Easy		1								Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Easy		2								Gymnastics		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Moderate		3								Metcon (not shoulder)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

				Tuesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Sort of Hard		4

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Tuesday								Hard		5

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Hard but not really hard		6

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Really Hard		7

				Wednesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														1.5x Really Hard		8

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Wednesday								Really Really hard		9

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Just like my hardest race		10

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

				Thursday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Thursday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Movement Categories

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Strict Lift		BB press, DB press, bench press, push up, DB row, ring row, strict PU, KB static holds

				Friday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Friday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Oly lift/dynamic weight		Clean, Snatch, Jerk, push press with BB/DB, wall ball, rowing, KB swings

				Saturday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Saturday																				Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0																		Minutes Workout		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Gymnastics/bodyweight		Kipping, MU, HSPU, burpees, dips, rope climb								Total Minutes Worked		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Sunday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Sunday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

																												Metcon (not shoulder)		Everything Else: Running, box jumps, squats, deadifts, lunging

				Weekly Review						% Change W/W		% Change 3W/W		% Change 6W/W

				Total Weekly Workout Time (hours)				0.0 hours		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Total Training Load				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Average Daily Training Load				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

												3-Week		6-Week

								Acute to Chronic Work Load Ratio				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!



RPE Daily Progression



Monday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Tuesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Wednesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Thursday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Friday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Saturday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Sunday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	







Weekly Workout Times



Minutes Workout	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Total Minutes Worked	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	



Minutes Worked













Week 9



				 Day		Session		Duration		sPRE		sRPE Scale		Session Training Load				Daily Training Load										Session RPE Scale (sRPE)												Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

				Monday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Rest		0								Strict Lift		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0 minutes		Really Easy		1		0						Monday								Really Easy		1								Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Easy		2								Gymnastics		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Moderate		3								Metcon (not shoulder)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

				Tuesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Sort of Hard		4

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Tuesday								Hard		5

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Hard but not really hard		6

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Really Hard		7

				Wednesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														1.5x Really Hard		8

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Wednesday								Really Really hard		9

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Just like my hardest race		10

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

				Thursday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Thursday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Movement Categories

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Strict Lift		BB press, DB press, bench press, push up, DB row, ring row, strict PU, KB static holds

				Friday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Friday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Oly lift/dynamic weight		Clean, Snatch, Jerk, push press with BB/DB, wall ball, rowing, KB swings

				Saturday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Saturday																				Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0																		Minutes Workout		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Gymnastics/bodyweight		Kipping, MU, HSPU, burpees, dips, rope climb								Total Minutes Worked		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Sunday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Sunday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

																												Metcon (not shoulder)		Everything Else: Running, box jumps, squats, deadifts, lunging

				Weekly Review						% Change W/W		% Change 3W/W		% Change 6W/W

				Total Weekly Workout Time (hours)				0.0 hours		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Total Training Load				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Average Daily Training Load				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

												3-Week		6-Week

								Acute to Chronic Work Load Ratio				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!



RPE Daily Progression



Monday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Tuesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Wednesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Thursday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Friday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Saturday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Sunday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	







Weekly Workout Times



Minutes Workout	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Total Minutes Worked	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	



Minutes Worked













Week 10



				 Day		Session		Duration		sPRE		sRPE Scale		Session Training Load				Daily Training Load										Session RPE Scale (sRPE)												Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

				Monday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Rest		0								Strict Lift		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0 minutes		Really Easy		1		0						Monday								Really Easy		1								Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Easy		2								Gymnastics		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Moderate		3								Metcon (not shoulder)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

				Tuesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Sort of Hard		4

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Tuesday								Hard		5

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Hard but not really hard		6

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Really Hard		7

				Wednesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														1.5x Really Hard		8

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Wednesday								Really Really hard		9

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Just like my hardest race		10

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

				Thursday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Thursday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Movement Categories

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Strict Lift		BB press, DB press, bench press, push up, DB row, ring row, strict PU, KB static holds

				Friday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Friday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Oly lift/dynamic weight		Clean, Snatch, Jerk, push press with BB/DB, wall ball, rowing, KB swings

				Saturday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Saturday																				Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0																		Minutes Workout		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Gymnastics/bodyweight		Kipping, MU, HSPU, burpees, dips, rope climb								Total Minutes Worked		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Sunday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Sunday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

																												Metcon (not shoulder)		Everything Else: Running, box jumps, squats, deadifts, lunging

				Weekly Review						% Change W/W		% Change 3W/W		% Change 6W/W

				Total Weekly Workout Time (hours)				0.0 hours		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Total Training Load				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Average Daily Training Load				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

												3-Week		6-Week

								Acute to Chronic Work Load Ratio				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!



RPE Daily Progression



Monday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Tuesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Wednesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Thursday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Friday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Saturday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Sunday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	







Weekly Workout Times



Minutes Workout	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Total Minutes Worked	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	



Minutes Worked













Week 11



				 Day		Session		Duration		sPRE		sRPE Scale		Session Training Load				Daily Training Load										Session RPE Scale (sRPE)												Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

				Monday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Rest		0								Strict Lift		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0 minutes		Really Easy		1		0						Monday								Really Easy		1								Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Easy		2								Gymnastics		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Moderate		3								Metcon (not shoulder)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

				Tuesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Sort of Hard		4

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Tuesday								Hard		5

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Hard but not really hard		6

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Really Hard		7

				Wednesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														1.5x Really Hard		8

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Wednesday								Really Really hard		9

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Just like my hardest race		10

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

				Thursday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Thursday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Movement Categories

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Strict Lift		BB press, DB press, bench press, push up, DB row, ring row, strict PU, KB static holds

				Friday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Friday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Oly lift/dynamic weight		Clean, Snatch, Jerk, push press with BB/DB, wall ball, rowing, KB swings

				Saturday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Saturday																				Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0																		Minutes Workout		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Gymnastics/bodyweight		Kipping, MU, HSPU, burpees, dips, rope climb								Total Minutes Worked		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Sunday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Sunday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

																												Metcon (not shoulder)		Everything Else: Running, box jumps, squats, deadifts, lunging

				Weekly Review						% Change W/W		% Change 3W/W		% Change 6W/W

				Total Weekly Workout Time (hours)				0.0 hours		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Total Training Load				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

				Average Daily Training Load				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!

												3-Week		6-Week

								Acute to Chronic Work Load Ratio				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!



RPE Daily Progression



Monday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Tuesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Wednesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Thursday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Friday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Saturday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Sunday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	







Weekly Workout Times



Minutes Workout	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Total Minutes Worked	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	



Minutes Worked













Week 12



				 Day		Session		Duration		sPRE		sRPE Scale		Session Training Load				Daily Training Load										Session RPE Scale (sRPE)												Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

				Monday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Rest		0								Strict Lift		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0 minutes		Really Easy		1		0						Monday								Really Easy		1								Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Easy		2								Gymnastics		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Moderate		3								Metcon (not shoulder)		0		0		0		0		0		0		0				0

				Tuesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Sort of Hard		4

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Tuesday								Hard		5

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Hard but not really hard		6

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Really Hard		7

				Wednesday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														1.5x Really Hard		8

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Wednesday								Really Really hard		9

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Just like my hardest race		10

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

				Thursday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Thursday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0								Movement Categories

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Strict Lift		BB press, DB press, bench press, push up, DB row, ring row, strict PU, KB static holds

				Friday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Friday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Oly lift/dynamic weight		Clean, Snatch, Jerk, push press with BB/DB, wall ball, rowing, KB swings

				Saturday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Saturday																				Monday		Tuesday		Wednesday		Thursday 		Friday 		Saturday 		Sunday 

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0																		Minutes Workout		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0														Gymnastics/bodyweight		Kipping, MU, HSPU, burpees, dips, rope climb								Total Minutes Worked		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Sunday		Strict Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

						Oly Lift		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						Sunday

						Gymnastics		0 minutes		Rest		0		0						0

						Metcon (not shoulder)		0 minutes		Rest		0		0

																												Metcon (not shoulder)		Everything Else: Running, box jumps, squats, deadifts, lunging

				Weekly Review						% Change W/W		% Change 3W/W		% Change 6W/W				% Change 11W/W

				Total Weekly Workout Time (hours)				0.0 hours		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!						-100%

				Total Training Load				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!						-100%

				Average Daily Training Load				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!		ERROR:#DIV/0!						-100%

												3-Week		6-Week				11-Week

								Acute to Chronic Work Load Ratio				0		ERROR:#DIV/0!				0



RPE Daily Progression



Monday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Tuesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Wednesday	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Thursday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Friday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Saturday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	Sunday 	Strict Lift	Oly Lift/dynamic weighted mvt	Gymnastics	Metcon (not shoulder)	0	0	0	0	







Weekly Workout Times



Minutes Workout	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	Total Minutes Worked	Monday	Tuesday	Wednesday	Thursday 	Friday 	Saturday 	Sunday 	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	



Minutes Worked
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File Attachment
ShoulderLoadMonitoring_CF_Template.xlsx



 
 

the absence of adequate motor control; lifts involving speed; Absolute load is 

modifiable (i.e. decrease barbell/dumbbell weight, modify erg damper 

setting, etc.) 

Bodyweight/Gymnastics: movements requiring control of entire bodyweight 

(i.e. unable to reasonably decrease the weight utilized) 

Metcon (not shoulder): Other movements performed during the session that 

affect total training load, but not directly stressing the shoulder; These 

movements could be used to maintain an overall training stimulus while 

decreasing shoulder load. 

How to use the spreadsheet: 

● The athlete enters information into the 

spreadsheet between 10 and 30 

minutes following a workout, 

answering the question, “How was 

your workout with respect to your 

shoulder?” 

● Using the Movement Categories and 

sRPE Scale, the athlete assigns time (duration) and intensity (sRPE) to 

each training category. Movements that don’t require use of the 

shoulder should generally be rated lower on the sRPE scale to 

best quantify and monitor load through the shoulder 

● Rest days require a zero for all categories 

● Daily training load is calculated along with a daily average and weekly 

total that can be monitored time for progression purposes. 

● Once the athlete reaches the fourth week, a 3-week acute to chronic 

workload ratio is calculated and is flagged for caution if the ratio is 

between 1.4 and 1.5. The value is flagged for warning if the ratio is 

above 1.5 indicating that the athlete is at increased risk for injury.  

● Weekly and cumulative graphs are available in the REVIEW tab for 

visual representation of training load and mode. 
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Clinical Examples: 

This spreadsheet could be used to monitor training load during rehabilitation in a 

few ways. Primarily, it allows the clinician give their athlete load reduction strategies during 

a flare up followed by safe restoration of training load. However, it also provides options 

for mode modification. 

For example, the athlete with overuse injury whose symptoms are aggravated by 

most shoulder movements might start by decreasing their total shoulder training load to a 

volume where symptoms are resolved as measured by weekly training load. Following the 

temporary reduction in load or mode, the athlete can progressively add movements back 

while monitoring their weekly training load to ensure no acute to chronic work ratio 

increases above 1.5. 

Alternatively, an athlete with specific movement intolerances, such as provocation 

with dynamic movements, might best be instructed to shift their training mode, while 

leaving training load stable, or slightly decreased. This athlete would be performing a 

greater volume of strict movements to maintain the buildup of tissue capacity while 

allowing time for tissues/nerves to desensitize to dynamic movements. Dynamic movement 

would then progressively be added back while decreasing strict movement volume so as 

not to alter the training load. 

At its most basic level, this sheet can be used for general load monitoring to 

quantify acute to chronic workload in CrossFit athletes, and might even be adapted for 

other joints of the body. 
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